Ten Students Participate

Russian Dorm Set Up In Atkinson

Ten second year Russian students have formed the first language dormitory at MIT on third floor Atkinson. The development of fluency in verbal Russian is aided by their faculty advisor, Mr. David Perlmutter.

Almost in Russia

The purpose of the group is "to live in Russian." In the dormitory, participants converse and joke in Russian. Daily Mr. Perlmutter places dialogues of important conversational idioms in certain unavoidable places. Most of the signs, maps, and wall decorations are in Russian or concern Russian culture.

Like many serious language students, they have a keen desire to visit the country in which the language is spoken. Most of the members have tentative plans to visit Russia in the near future. One of the ultimate goals of the language dorm is an exchange studentship with Russia. A student exchange program of this type is already in effect at Harvard and Columbia.

This is the first year that MIT has had a language dormitory, and as such it is somewhat of an experiment. The group hopes that it will be able to continue and expand the program next year. There is a definite possibility that language living groups in other languages will be formed in the near future.

The students have developed a keen interest in everything Russian. One of their favorite pastimes is singing Russian folk-songs to the accompaniment of a guitar. Some of the students have even obtained records of Russian folk-songs.

Recently Miss Joan Barth spoke informally to the group on her experiences in Russia. Miss Barth, a participant in the 1959 American Exhibition to Russia, was accused by the Soviets of having recruited Russian youths as American spies.

Houser Gets Life

Theodore V. Houser, retired chairman of the board of Sears, Roebuck and Company, has been appointed a Life Member of the Corporation of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr. Houser is joining a group of distinguished national leaders in business, industry, and education who are serving as Life Members.

---

You are cordially invited to attend a private interview with a Special Representative of Lockheed Missiles and Space Division. Objective: to pursue mutual interests by examining the almost limitless fields of endeavor being investigated at Lockheed.

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division in Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, California, on the very beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, is constantly probing all the sciences related to missiles and space projects. These cover the complete spectrum—from human engineering through celestial mechanics—providing a fascinating challenge to those whose interests lie beyond the ordinary day-to-day job.

Lockheed is the systems manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM, and the Air Force DISCOVERER, MIDAS and SAMOS satellite programs, involving some of the nation's most important and sophisticated programs. As one of the largest organizations of its kind, Lockheed Missiles and Space Division is able to provide the finest technical equipment available; for example, the Sunnyvale facility houses one of the most modern computing centers in the world. And every opportunity is given members of the technical staff to participate in the initiation of advanced technological developments.

Further, Lockheed strongly encourages continuing education and advanced degree work, maintaining two programs in their support. Lockheed's Tuition Reimbursement Program remits seventy-five percent of the tuition for approved courses taken by professional and technical people who are working full-time. The Graduate Study Program permits selected engineers and scientists of outstanding scholarship and professional potential to obtain advanced degrees at company expense while employed on research assignments.

SPECIAL CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

will be held

FEB. 8 AND 9

See your placement office for details

U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense industrial security clearance required.
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